PAINTING ON PHOTOGRAPHS WORKSHOP SUPPLY LIST
Instructor: Vicki Siegel  
vickisiegelart@gmail.com  
Old School Square Creative Arts School  
**Friday and Saturday, February 14 and 15, 2020, 9:30-4:30 p.m.**
You will learn painting techniques, collage images, layer acrylic paints, glaze, enhance, and texture your photographic images. You can use images supplied by Vicki or your own photographs.

I bring photographic images already printed that you can use.  
**IF you want to bring your own images see PHOTOGRAPHS below.**

PHOTOGRAPHS-(assortment)  
Bring photos you love (no photos of other artists paintings) Choose magazine pictures or photos you like and find exciting visually!!! Simple and clear work best.  
A) 2 11x17 Laser prints or photocopies in **black and white on regular 24 lb paper**. High contrast works best. NOT INKJET. You can print these at Office Depot. (I bring some for you if you don’t want to use your own photos)  
B) 2 (8 1/2 x11) ink jet prints (color) on regular 24 lb paper, not photo paper.  
C) 1 color photo printed on photo paper. (You will paint on it) 8x10 (I bring photo for you to use if you want)  
D) You may choose to print an image on canvas (it doesn't have to be stretched, but it can be) if you want, you will paint on top of it. I bring one for each participant to paint on.

Supports or Surfaces  
1 16” x 20” primed (Gesso) canvas  
1 16” x 20” primed Gesso Board (or Ampersand Artist or Clayboard).

BRUSHES  
Bring your favorite brushes or you can use the brushes I bring to the workshop.  
1 2” or 3” Natural bristle (only) house paint brushes  
3-4 Artist paint brushes; a flat, a filbert up to #10 or similar size, a round pointed brush  
1 or 2 stepped handle palette knives (not huge)

PAINTS  
Bring acrylic paints that you have. Below are suggestions. I bring many special products and colors for you to use. Use only "artist quality" ACRYLIC paints (I prefer GOLDEN Paints, but LIQUITEX, DA VINCI, LUKAS are acceptable). Buy an eight tube starter kit if it is your first time painting. You will learn how to mix paint.  
**FLUIDS OR HEAVY BODY PAINTS :**  
DIOXAZINE (VIOLET) PURPLE  
NAPTHOL RED OR CADMIUM RED  
QUINAQUINONE MAGENTA  
YELLOW MEDIUM  
TITANIUM WHITE  
PTHALO GREEN OR VERIDAN  
ULTRAMARINE BLUE  
CERULIAN BLUE  
CADMIUM ORANGE  
BLACK

**WATER CONTAINER** Large plastic water container (soup container is good) no glass!  
**MISC:** Pen or pencil, scissors, paper towels, gloves